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Yemeni Arabic Transcript:  
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English Translation:  
 
L: After you finish the service year1 you register for college entrance exams.2 Half the youth is 
studying medicine and the other half is studying engineering. Most of them study either medicine 
or engineering. However, for you to be able to go to medical school you have to have a grade 
average of more than 90% and you have to pass the entrance exams. The entrance exams are 
tough. I mean the ones who cheat in high school finals - there’s actually cheating in high school 
finals, a lot of it- and got the first ranks and grade average of more than 90% can’t pass the 
entrance exams. Everyone goes to medical school, so what does the dean do? The dean told them 
(the faculty members) to make the exams difficult so that most of the students don’t pass. Then 
the first year too they keep giving them tests and more tests till they fail one after the other. They 
make them desperate. They truly make them [so] desperate that some of them quit in their 
second year because they no longer want to study medicine. And it’s the same thing for 
engineering. Then some people go to the college of education or the college of literature. They 
study for example French language or Arabic language or sometimes they study philosophy.   
But there aren’t a lot of people applying to those colleges, there is no balance. They all go to 
medical school or engineering school and no one goes into education or [to] community college.3 
Then after you finish college – medical school takes six years in total and engineering school 
takes five years- there are no scholarships. There is nothing and sometimes there isn’t even 
actual practice outside the college, it’s all theoretical.  

                                                 
1 Service year: a mandatory year between high school and university during which high school graduates cannot 
apply to college. 
2 1- 61آ  (kuliyya) or refers to a specific college or department within the university. 
3 72(L2"آ61- ا (kuliyya almujtima’a) translates literally as ‘community college’ and is the equivalent of a technical or 
vocational school in Yemen. 
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Then there is… 
 
 
S: Education is for free or you have to pay fees? 
L: There are fees but they are not very high. The fees are about $50 [paid] at the beginning of the 
year. It’s not very high, most people can afford it. It’s the same [fees] from your first year till you 
graduate. Education is not expensive. 
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